and continued-fraction perturbation theory follows easily via use of matrix partitioning, and provides a particularly straightforward derivation of these results. Finally, some illustrative calculations of off-resonant generalized cross sections are given at low and high intensities, indicating that the method works satisfactorily at intensities the order of internal atomic field strengths. A more detailed discussion of time evolution in two-, three-, and four-
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years the technique of continued-fraction perturbation theory has been the most used computational approach to the problem of atomic multiphoton ionization. ' In this paper we give a detailed presentation of an alternative finitedimensional -matrix computational technique which has advantages in terms of simplicity of organization of computations, in terms of its ability to selfconsistently treat intense field effects, (in that all atomic levels are simultaneously shifted and broadened by the external field), and in terms of the straightforward inclusion of free-free transitions and the effects of coupling between electronic continua.
As the two major conceptualizations -use of complex coordinates, and L discretization -which al- + (&(r) f sinada f dp I'~'~, (a, p) cosaI'I~, , (a, y) 5I+, r5 (2.6c) The interaction with the field thus gives a tridiagona1 block-matrix structure connecting consecutive diagonal blocks, to form the overall block tridiagonal structure indicated in Fig. 1 Tables I and II ). ' '~t)) )=(X(8)~e ' ' "~((t(8) =( X(8)~e~t)) (8)), (2.10) where i)tt(8) and X(8) q2~-i8 (3, 3) and that H"(8), hke H "'" (8) [I '2, 3] [X+3]
[ I'~, 3 ] [I '3, 4] [%+4] E -H(%+1) in second order [corresponding to Fig. 11(a) ].
A single sixth-order example should suffice to complete thc discussion. Thc diagram ln Flg. 11(c), ls cvaluatcd as path 2, 
C. Adiabatic two-photon-dominated ionization
In the frequency regime near~=0.375 a.u. the is~(2p-ro& transition is in near-resonance and the ionization process is dominated by two-photon ionization. The fact that the unperturbed~is;X), and 2p;X -1) states become degenerate imphes that the corresponding complex Floquet eigenvalues will be nearly degenerate, and an avoided crossing will occur as m is swept through resonance. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 
